
Magnetometer

2.1. mainly anti-theft alarm and doorbell function, 
       the maximum number of receive 32 wireless 
       sensors and remote control
2.2. when did not disarm the alarm and open the 
       door / window or some activities in the 
       infrared  deployment zone, will be issued a
        high alert sound loudness 110dB.
2.3. when the doorbell mode open / or activities  
       in the infrared deployment zone, will emit 
       atone buzz two times.

S

Installation is use

3.1. will plug the hole and end host Jack line 

       connected,then the power supply and 220V 

       electric power connection, the host will issue 

       a "beep" sound, 15 seconds for the code model,

       the code.15 seconds after the exit to the pattern 

       of related products, the  host to enter the 

       standby or last set.

3.2. Menci installation: the end of theantenna
        with a magnetic door Installed in the 
       designated door or  On the window, another 
       long door is mounted on the door  or window
       of the door (inside thehouse)installation)
3.3. Passive Infrared Installation: The brackets 
        are placed in the walls of the alarm area  On 
       (about 15 meters from the ground  height), 
       then the coupling  head and red line set in
       one From the end of the bracket  associated 
       with the joint, according to the need to 
       adjust the angle (In-house installation).

Be careful!
Increase the new remote control, the probe
 must be with the host code,After the success
 of the code  can be used. (Lost related products,
It is recommended to delete all the code, re-code).
 Long press the host on the complex  Bit key for 
5 seconds will clear all the code data, need to be
 careful operati

2.4. Press the remote control to unlock    key

       on behalf of the disarm, if the alarm in the 

       alarm  Press this key to cancel the alarm 

       sound    Press the     lock key to indicate 

       the fortification, Into the fortified state. 

       Armed state under the    disarm, disarmed

       state Press into the doorbell mode, this

       time after the magnetic door and related 

       probe trigger  Are issued "buzz" sound. 

       Doorbell mode can press    release or 

       press    lock   In the disarmed state, press 

       the remote control S key to check the alarm 

       time  Set, the alarm time  can be set to 10

       minutes, 20 minutes, long ring  The system

       default alarm time is 10 minutes

 On the code set

4.1 power host ring "beep" sound, power within

     15 seconds for the code mode. On the code 

      mode, press the remote control any key to

      launch once,or trigger the door, passive infrared 

      sensor and the like, the host ring "Di Di" twice

      that the success of the code, ring "beep" sound

     has beencode. 15 seconds after the host ring 

      long "tick"sound. Save  the data and exit the

      code. To continue to learn, aslong as the host

      to re-power, repeat the above steps  can be.

4.2. The host can learn up to 32 accessories, and 

       when more than 32 accessories automatically

       clear the  first learning accessories.

4.3. Delete all the ID of the code, that is, clear all

       the host code information. Long press the

       host on the reset button for 5 seconds, will

       clear all the code  information, then all devices

       can not be used.

3.4. Doorbell installed in the door, the general 
       height of 1.5 meters or so,
       (Outside the installation).
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